
 

Program Specification Outcome-“BCA” 

 

Pso1: focuses on preparing student for roles pertaining to computer 

applications and IT industry 

Pso2: start from the basics and in every semester learns each and everything 

about computers. 

Pso3: develop programming skills, networking skills, learn applications, 

packages, programming languages and modern techniques of IT 

Pso4: get skill and info not only about computer and information technology 

but also in common, organization and management 

Pso5: Learn programming language such as Java, c++, HTML, SQL, etc… 

Pso6: Information about various computer applications and latest 

development in IT and communication system is also provided 

Pso7: Gives overview of the topics in IT like networking, computer 

graphics, web development, trouble shooting, and hardware and software skills. 

Pso8: Bachelor in computer applications (BCA) gives a number of 

opportunities to individuals to go ahead and shine in their lives. 

Pso9: A few of them being like software programmer, system and network 

administrator, web designer faculty for computer science and computer 

applications 

 

 

 

  



COURSE OUTCOME SPECIFICATION-“COMPUTER 

ARCHITECTURE” 

 

COS1: (i) given an introduction to digital computer and their fundamental 

architectures. 

(ii)Able to define the function units of computer architecture 

COS2: (i) Input and Output peripheral devices and their communication 

with the rest of the computer components. 

(ii)Able to find the various instruction type and addressing modes used for 

programming 

COS3: (i) Functionalities and organization of processor units and their 

types. 

(ii) Able to understand the basic programming unit and execution of 

instruction 

COS4: (i) Computer arithmetic algorithm in signed magnitude data with 

hardware implementation and hardware algorithm. 

(ii) Include the interrupts and direct memory access and clasp the standard 

I/O devices 

COS5:(i)memory organization, hierarchy and organization. Able to aware of 

RAM, ROM, COST, SIZE, CACHE and virtual memory. Comprehend the need 

for improving cache perform 

(ii)Grasp the different secondary storage devices  

  



COURSE OUTCOME SPECIFICATION-“DBMS” 

 

COS 1:Give an introduction about DBMS, data models, a schema, E-R 

diagram, relational database and benefits of database. 

COS 2: Able to design a good database using normalization, decomposition 

and functional dependency 

COS 3: Understand the concepts of database architecture, client server 

architecture, parallelism concepts and distributed database concepts 

COS 4: Learn about indexes, sequences, data integrity, creating and 

maintaining tables and user privileges 

COS 5: understand the basic concepts of PL/SQL programming, cursors, 

triggers, packages, procedures, functions and transactions 

  



COURSE OUTCOME SPECIFICATION-“VISUAL BASICS” 

 

COS 1: know the working environment of visual basics using a control 

structure 

COS 2: Understand the module, components and menu editor and its 

concept in a simple manner 

COS 3: Analyze a controls such text box, rich text box and etc…write 

coding easily 

COS 4: develop the project with database using ODBC, DAO, ADO and 

visual data manager 

COS 5: Include the active controls and other control to perform particular 

task 

  



COURSE OUTCOME SPECIFICATION-“SOFTWARE 

ENGINEERING” 

 

COS 1: Know develop the software project  

COS 2: Learn developing methodology of software project 

COS 3: Understand tools and techniques of software engineering 

COS 4: Verify and validate the problem of software programming 

COS 5: Maintain the quality of software project 

  



COURSE OUTCOME SPECIFICATION-“DATA MINING” 

 

COS 1: learn fetch the data easily from large value of data 

COS 2: Understand the tools and technique of data mining 

COS 3: Able to apply data mining techniques in various application and its 

case studies 

COS 4: know the architecture of data ware house and its application 

COS 5: understand the concept of Online analytical processing (OLAP) and 

its implementation. 

 

 

  



COURSE OUTCOME SPECIFICATION-“JAVA” 

 

COS 1: Understand the basic oops concept .Java evaluation and 

implementation overview of java 

COS 2: Know operators and expressions, decision making and branching, 

Decision making and looping 

COS 3: Able to understand classes and methods, array strings and vectors, 

interface concept instead of multiple inheritances 

COS 4: Packages of java, multithreaded programming contains 

synchronization, managing errors and exceptions handling 

COS 5: Able to perform applet programming designing HTML, graphic 

programming



COURSE OUTCOME SPECIFICATION-“PROGRAMMING in 

C” 

 

 

COS 1: Learn the basic and introduction of computer, structure of c and 

control structure 

COS 2: Know arrays, arrays types, string handling functions 

COS 3: Understand user defined functions, categories of function and 

recursion, structures and unions 

COS 4: Know the concept pointers, fire handling, input output operations. 

COS 5: Able to use the classification of data structure about abstract data 

type, stack and queue 

  



COURSE OUTCOME “PROGRAMMING in C++” 

 

 

COS 1: Know the principles of oops concept and control structure 

COS 2: Analyze the concept of classes and object, array, functions, 

constructor and destructor  

COS 3: Understand the concept of inheritance and classification, pointers 

virtual function and polymorphism 

COS 4: Able to work with files, file pointers and its manipulations 

COS 5: Know the concept of function templates and exception handling  

  



COURSE OUTCOME  “COMPUTER NETWORK” 

 

COS 1: Know the basic of network, network type’s reference model and 

layers in network 

COS 2: Understand the routing algorithm and protocols that are used in 

network communication 

COS 3: Learn the different types of protocols such as RPP, DHCP, ARP, 

RAP 

COS 4: Try to tackle various information security techniques to safe guard 

the valuable information from one end to another 

COS 5: Apply the concept of networks in various fields 

 


